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Foos,
Vicky Siefried,
Sharon Ekross, Sally Egg-

WINTERIM

I

Classes for the V. nterim
are still open. Those who
wish to attend can pick up ·
registration forms from
Mrs. Whitlock in the
Records Office. Winterim
classes begin January 3rd
and continue through to
January 25.
If you believe that yoo
are doing poorly in a
subject, look at the grade
received when you get
home. Then if you did fail
you can still come to the
Winterim. So far 30 have
registered.
Marymount's course offerings will include:
Philosophy of Love
Introduction to Psychology
Development
(Reading r - R O N FALZONE NEVER HAD'IT SO GOOD
·.and Writing Skills)
Women in Literature
College English I
Introduction to Speech
passed, n~w there is
Communications
As my first semester at mount that keeps us au
blackness ....We will never
Marymount College draws trapped here with nothing
Typrwriting -Beginning
know each other." Somevegetate.
Right?
to
do
but
to
a
close,
I
feel
it
might
and Advanced
times I feel most of us
be appropriate to collect Well, no I don't mean that
Economics II
here at Marymount are
wall, if such a wall does
some
of
my
thoughts
about
Creative Ceramics1 Potlike those two cars, encasthe school and offer them exist. No, instead I think
ed in our mobile walls. We
tery and Art for the
as an end of the year back to a short observapass each other to class.
Beginner (Lab Fee $7.50)
tion by Rev. Malcolm
reflection.
·
We eat our meals in the
If I were playing a word Boyd who wrote "one car
(Studio Work by Guest
same place. We work and
association game and In the distance, just two
Lecturer)
.
play together, yet there
someone
said
Marymount,
like two very s~all bright
Each course listed will
seems
little real contact.
I would probably snap eyes on the horizon, combe given if there is a
We seem almost to be
back-walls! Now I'm sure ing closer, closer, now
afraid to reach out and
sufficient number of reeveryone would assume I very close, now they are
quests for it.
·
Coottnued on Page 5
mean walls around Mary· here. now they have
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Daryl K. Smith can ~
Little Mary Sunshme seen sneering and snickt>ropened this weekend on ing at every turn as tht.>
campus. The two act lovestarved · captain Jim
musical comedy is an Warrington. His romantk
excellent presentation of interest, Mary Sunshine, is
slap-stick humor. In the portrayed by Beth Condon
tradition of such greats as as a sweet little little
Charlie Chaplin and Grou- heroine with a big smile
cho Marx, the lines are plastered on her face. She
corny, the situations str- . looks Vf•ry much like a
ongly resemble Dudley smiling robot. Nicholas C.
DoWright and the North- Gagliano Jr., does much of
west Mounties. The show with his part as the
hapless Corporal Billy
is a well-staged farce from
beginning
to
end. Jester and adds much
The story involves the comic relief to the show.
rangers' assignment to Nancy TWinkle fits Barbbring in Yellow' Feather, ara Ann Vogel like a glove.
one of the few remaining and B.J. Schwartz. is
Kadota Indians. Inter pt!Cioue as Ernestine. The
mixed w\th the
ng r. ·
mOuence Of Charlie Cti-ap~'""--::!:~~;:~'ltt'~i':'::~~~~l~
i :n~!i;s:._o~~bvious in~p/l.r11
falsone's
grow
I. IPS ill
..r.~
1 1·
10
the mountain air. Captain
r {a
Y1ta "Big" Jim warrin&t.,tDJ.l .is ani is the show stealer as
in continual pursu1t of chief Brown Bear. His
Little Mary Sunshine, ow- mere presence on stage is
ner of the mountain Inn, enough to draw a laugh.
leston, Susie Horn, Candy
Diane Montgomery, and
Corporal Billy Jester for- He, \ike Daryl Smith,
Coppess, Debbie Moretta, _ Anna-Maria Antoni.
gives Naughty Nancy never leaves character and
Twinkle's romantic indis- adds greatly to the show.
cretions and General OsThe rangers and the
car Fairfax has more girls should not be overgoing for him than Henry looked because their danKissinger in eventually ces and songs help keep
snagging the heart of the show moving. The
Ernestine von Liebedich, hard work they put into
an opera singer staying at rehearsals is evident in
Mary's
Inn. . their performance. They
The action on stage is add a great deal of energy
always moving and, there- to the show as well as
fore, more enjvyable. The en.!ox!!ler>t. to the viewer.
actors and actresses are in
Little Mary Sunshine is
command of their stage a musical farce in the vein
positions. This is due to the ·of slap-stick comedy. The
endeavors of Mr. William songs are almost all strong
Smith, Director, and Mrs. and the action is always
Marilyn Remus, Choreo- moving. The cost of an
grapher. Energy sustains admission ticket' is well
a production like this and worth the enjoyment.
the energy on stage is
· obvious to anyone attending.

STUDENTS HONORED

STUDENTS HONORED
Members of Phi Theta
Kappa were honored at an
initiation dinner on November 15. Members of the
faculty and administration
attended the ceremony
and dinner. To be eligible
for the national junior
college society, :t student
must maintain an average
of 3.0 or better for two
semesters.
consecutive
Pictured are (seated, left
to right) : Mary Toomey,
treasurer· Marilyn JenseQt se<:r~tary;
Robin
Orourke presideht,
ChriS ovarka, vice president. Standi,g&
eft o
right) are : Mary Jane
Basil, Karyn Snead, Dana
Logan, Heidi Pisz, Marian
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About Walls, Cars, and People

I
DARYL SMITH BASKING IN THE
SPOTLIGHT

TUDIO 100
CUSTOM . .AMING

COMPLETE liNE
ARTIST SUPPLIES
ALSO CRAFT
ITEMS &· CUSTOM
. FRAMING AND
STOQfFRAMES

STUDENT DISCOUNT
Howie Does It All
180 SOU'I'II . . . . . MleiiWAY
Psychology
teacher,
tennis teacher, counselorMr. Ken Howie has many
at
Marymount.
roles
PULSE interviewed Mr,
Howie to find out how he
handles these different
-tasks.
A native of Pennslyvania, Mr. Howie attended
Juniata College in Pa. and
recieved a B.S. in Biology.
He then went on to receive
his M.A. (Psychology) at·
Washington College in
Md. He has a wife and a 2
year old son, and taught
for five years, two in
public schools and three in
priv:ate schools, all in
Maryland. He also was
counselor, teacher, and
coach of the basketball
team and the tennis team.
When asked about his
original impressions of
Marymount Mr. Howie
said, "I would have to say
that the majority of my
origional
impressions
were very good, otherwise
I doubt that I'd be talking
to you right now. Marymount has a beautiful
campus and is located in a
wonderful area which in
itself makes Marymount
most appealing. More important I feel Marymount
offers an excellent private,
small, co-educational environment, and also has
great potential in terms of
future development. Perhaps I did have second
thoughts about the type of
student and faculty I
might encounter, though I
feel that's quite natural in
entering a new j9b and a
new environment. "
We asked him whether
his
impressions
had
changed much since then,
and he answered, "Have I
changed? Not really, M.M.
is pretty much what I
expected it to be or at least
hoped it would
be.
Furthermore I've found
the people here to be most
co-operative and friendly.
That includes both students and staff. I consider
myself quite fortunate and
I only hope I can do my
part in contributing ·. to
Marymount!"
How are· the tennis
classes doing, we asked.
"The tennis players I've
been working with are
beginning to show progress. Tennis is not an easy
game and it takes alot of
practice and playing to
become a good "tennisplayer."
Our\- next question was a
"·liberated'' one. Who are
the better tennis players at
Marymount, girls or boys?
Mr. Howie said, "That
question may not be fair to
ask-but if I had to answer I
would say the best tennis
players I've seen here are
female. But you must,
consider the emphasis on;
."teruiis at Marymount ·has
been towads the girls, not
the boys." On the Rigg~
King match, Mr ,_ Howie

said, he had thought Riggf
would win, but Billie Jear
seemed to prove ·she wa~
more capable. He also
added that he doesn't think
of females as the weaker
sex!
And what does he prefer
to teach, tennis or psycho- ,
logy? He replied, "Actually I couldn't say I Jprefer
either one over the other,· I
thoroughly enjoy the combination of the two.
Teaching, to me, is a very
rewarding experience both
in the scholastic and
phys~cal education areas.
I'm a firm believer that
people who are active both
mentally and physically
seem to get the most
enjoyment out of life."
Comparing t~chiug a
Marymount to hu;; pr~
teaching,
Mr.
Howie
commented that, "Teaching on a college level is
much more stimulating.
Students have a stronger
desire to learn in college
than in- high school;
they're more mature,
more critical, and they
can relate better. I think I
can sum it up into 4 points
1-Relating to students
makes it alot easier to
teach college than high
school, 2-Academic material covered is more comprehensive, 3-The whole
community atmosphere is
different with dorm living,
the students participate
together in academic pursuits, 4-lt's a highly
critical period in development more important to
their careers. I also enjoy
the college staff better, it
has alot more unity, it's
not like we have just our
own little job and that's it,
·we tend to get more ·
involved."
As far' as changes Mr,
Howie plans to make in
teaching tennis and psychology, he felt that in
tennis, there could be alot
more accomplished . if
there was smaller group
instruction. Also, with
more scheduled
time
periods, instead of 12
students meeting at one
tome a week, he would
have them broken up into
smaller groups a few
times a.week. This -would
result in more attention
given per person and also
more practice for the
players, He also would like
to see an intermurals tean
wich right now .is very
improbable;due to the fact
that betWeen the tennis
team and classes, there'E
not enough courts 01
people who are interested
He would also like to seE
more guys out playing and
more participation, mixed
doubleS, etc ..The changes
in the advanced psychology class cou~d ~ more
practical application of
factual
theories.
The
students then· could use
this material for every day
life. In the Tests and

•oca ••'1'011

an-074~

395-0652
Measurment
course
students then coul~ actually use and administer
various tests for scoring
and interpretation. In Abnormal Psychology, if
students could have the
exposure of se~ing actual
cases such a& institutfons
and prisons,~ they would
understand alot more than
any schoolbook could
teach. And lastly, in his
indr~ucto~ Wises, he
felt t:.re :s4Ju t: "'l:.tl
a 1ilstorical approaetr,
would aid in understanding, putting tHings in
chronological order, learning why psychology's in
the state it's in today.
They would learn in terms
of past accomplishments
in a chronological order
and WHY they did what
they did, not only what
they did.
Mr. Howie had a very
definite statement that he
wishedl to make abou1
counseling. "The primar)
task in counseling is to
facilitate development. It
is apart of the whole broad
.educational · process that
extends from the day the
student arrives til the day
he departs. Unfortunately, .
I feel that the average
student has not understood
nor utilized the available
services to their advantage. Too many people feel
that counseling is strictly
for academic or vocational
problem. Yes, this is an
important part of the
picture, however, the need
·for personal . or individual
attention has been underemphasized. Every person
at some time needs someone to talk wiht, and I feel
that the typical student
feels that there is no one
available to listen-and help
with many personal problems and situations.
"I would hope that every
studenthere atMarymount
is aware that Student
Services offers the opportunity of counseling. The
counseling staff is composed of Sr. Kathleen, Mr.
Freel,
and
myself.
Furthermore, I want to
e)courage students to feel
tree to talk with us about
many of their · problems,
attitudes, and general feelings about school, themselves, or any other areas
that are of major concern.
"In conclusion, I would
say that too may students
have feelings of apathy
and feel · that ' no one is
concerned with their prob•
lems. Students must begin .
to realize that thecounselors do have a
ge_nuine and sincere inter-

est in each and every
student. Furthermore,
~tudents should be aware
)f the policy of confidentiality ; that is, if an
individual reveals his
thoughts and feelings, they
can be sure any of these
attitudes etc. will not be
held against them or
revealed to any other
individual without the direct consent of the student.
' '.l le
in I would like to
our goa~s
.
are not to discover various
problems but to help the
students to clearly enhance
the
stuldent's
growth and development."
· And finally, we asked
him the ultimate question:
Do you enjoy teaching
here? "Of. course," he
answered, "I find it very
interesting, quite stimulating and many times
quite
challenging!''
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A CHRISTMAS STORY
by Ron Falzone
For that reason (and
probably because Hanley
never left the man a tip)
the tapkeeper spiked Mr.
Hanley's Shirley Temple
by pourmg in real root
beer. Needless to say, the
drink was just toe much
and the poor bookkPppel'
began to . slip int.o unconsciousnPss.
Lights began to flicker.
His whole life passed in
front of his eyes, the
major points being ph.otographically embossed on
the covers of back copies
of "Golf Digest". Then
suddenly, one date caught
his attention-September 3,
1973 - the last day~ ~~;tone
had seen· Dr_ Ross alive.
Hanl~y_ ~lanced O'JWrl at
·ftie cover· pliot6. QuiCkly,
he was blinded by that
floodlite set of bicuspids.
It was Ross.
"What are you doing
here!" Hanley screamed.
"I've come to make, you
food-committee~book
keeper scurried into the atone for thE' sins of your
Hfe. That which is vast and
room.
that whict. is present" .
"Si?" he Chirped.
"Don't throw all the
"I don'tcare what your
blame at me. I only sold
nickname
is,
fool!"
scowled Hanley, "Did you out to Wilmington because
you wanted me to!"
extort.. .er ...balance the
"Not that sin! The ones
food budget yet?''
Don't you no tink she of your personal life."
"Ha ha, fooled you!
can wait unteel after zee
don't have one!"
holidays, sirs?"
"I'm talking about your
'"Holidays?'
What
treatment of the people
holidays'?"
under you, particularly
"Why Creesmees,sirs."
kind and lovable CratCreesmees ...er ...
Christmas! Bah Hum- .chedo"
"That lousy ... "
budget!"
•
"Now, now, he's worked
"But, sirs. I weesh to
hard all his life just to
spend zee holidays weeth
mine leetle boy, Tiny support his family."
"HE worked hard!"
Weldy. He eez veedy
bellowed Hanley, "I work
seek."
"Sick? What's wrong ed hard all my life by
hawking used golf balls!"
with
the
little
"So, that's where you
'mcCarthyite?"
got your nickname!"
"What time ezz eet,
"What nickname?" .
sirs?" .
"Scrooge,".said
Ross.
"What...Oh ...12 :00"
"zen eet eez heart "Well; Hanley, I am going
to take you all through
dezees. He no usually have
your life, even the parts
elephantisis until around
you
haven't been through
1:30."
yet. All you have to do is
"I don't care about your
stay awake. Now, come
little boy!" he screamed,
Let us first depart to your
"You will not go home
past."
until you balance those
With a woosh, they were
accounts! Get to work!
20 years past. It was the
There was no arguing
Marymount cafeteria There
from the chirplng chef. He
was a keg party going on.
merely turned and walk.e d
hanley knew it must be
out, squeaking only\ to
that because students
· himself.
.
were actually talking to
Hanley decided tha·t he
each other. Suddenly, a
had
enough of the
ham-sized harid plopped
cam;l).u·· ts \Jor one day. He
down on his shoulder He
felt tbe ttme was right to
turned swiftly to face his
have some REAL fun so he
old
friend,
Stafforld
went home, put on his
Mooney.
Arnies Army T-shirt and
"Staff... ''
drove to the Boca Lounge.
"Not anymore, Dickie"Merry Christmlas, Mr.
baby. I'm now the Ghost of
Hanley, sir." called the
Christmas Past."
rotund bartender.
"My
God,
that's
"Bah Humbudget" was
horrible!"
the only comment Hanley
"That · exactly what I
could signal up.
said of Truffaut's las film.
Now, Hanley sho~ld have
Did you get a chance to
known better than to "bah
sele 1t?''
humbudget!" a bartender.

Ross was dead, to begin
with. There was no doubt
about it. For weeks, the
third floor of Trinity was
dark. Had the good Doclor
been alive, his 200-watt
smile could have illuminated the entire floor even
as he slept.
Although he had not seen
the body, Hanely knew his
partner was nevermore to
sign checks, but for some
unexplainable reason, he
could not bring himseif to
'take Ross' name from the
nameplate, There it sat-'·
Ross and Hanely-NotQuiet-Yet-Certified Public
Accountants•.
Hanley looked at the
sign for but a moment then
decided to ignore it. It
seened little more than a
ghost from the pa
· •crat~hedo 1 • the old
man screamed.
The little assistantunder-secretary,to-the-

sao.

illu5tratedby B.J. Schwartz
"No. I ... "
"well, that's another
storv. Look to that table."
"Hanley squinted and
pucked his lips.
There, sitting on two
stolen Howard Johnson
chairs. were two young
people. On closer inspection, Hanley saw it was
none other· than himself
and his beloved, the fair
Miss Kelleher, a score of
years before.
He heard her speak.
."Oh. Richard, I love
you l Why won't you marry
me?''
"I would but its just
that...that..." ·
"OH what, Richard?
Please tell me."
.., Just that_ I've
becoine so attached to my
Teddy Bear."

"Then I must fly. awayto the convent!"
The music swelled up
and Hanley turned to facv
the Ghost of Christmas
Pas but he was gone, In
his place stood a cute little
cherub of a girl. Her blond
hair entwining into little
.pigtaits that danced about
her shoulders. She was
licking violently on a
lollipop.
"Carol
Wershoven,"
cried hanley in remembrance.
"Wrong again! "giggled
she. "The Ghost of Christmas Present."
"And what do you have
in store for me?"
"Well, lets see, "she
said, waving her magic
sucker.There was a flash
and then anley made out
an image in the fog.
"Gloria Steinem?"he
said in daze of confusion.
"Tee Hee Hee, wrong
again and, all in a flash,
Hanely saw Cratchedo
sitting at the head of a
broken down table in an
equally broken down
room. At his left sat Tiny
Weldy, nibbling on · a
suppository. In came the
Missus with a huge turkey.
"That. rat,'' screamecl
Hanley, "He ~tole my
turkey!"
"Oops," tittered the
sweet little dumpling,
"This one just isn't working out. SeE' you later!"
· 1 Hanley turned to chase ·
after her, but in her place
stood a basketball-hilding
stiff.
·•:\Ia ha ha, you can't
fool me again," gloated
Hanley joyfully. "Your not
really Ed Freel. I bet your
the •Ghost of Christmas
Future!"
"So, you're finally
catching on, huh?" said
the Ghost, dribbling.
"Well, where are you
going to take me 7'-'
"I was going to take you
to .the grveyard but it's
after midnight and the
gated are locked. It~ll cost

you 15 l't>nfs to f:!et

m ...
"2!'i cents! l didn't bring

assistant-arch-enemy was
mourning for him. Then
Cratchedo .raised . his
thumb to his nose and let
loose a Bronx Cheer that
sprayed saliva over the
plot.
"Oh Spirit, NO, NO,
NO!!" cried Hanley, "I
repent, I repent!"
~'Good," spole the nowreappeared Ghost of Ross.
"Now I can go back to
sleep." The president
raised his hands and, in
the twinkling of an isntant,
Hanley found himself on
his back outside a tenement door. His eyes traveled to the uarn plalL• LL
read,. "CZateRed&."
"Og, joybUs day! I must
beg his eternal forgiveness."
He banged on the door
and heard Ji clip-clopping
noise on the Qtber.-')ide. Q(
the portal. With a screech,
it opened and there stood
Tiny Weldy, balanced on a
pair of crutches.
"Oh, little boy! Why
must you stay on the
crutches?"
"No reason," said Tiny
Weldy, "but you never
know. It's better to be safe
, than serry."
"Oh well, '' sighed
Hanley, "Is your father

acy mor.t:>y!"
·rn let vou 1•wc it to ml'
at 5 1 -t perC'I!Il! ini~'rest
compounded a••rl rollt'cted
quarterly.''
Hanley agn>ed, secretly
adu1iring the man's style.
Slowly, they moved
through the eerie fog that
hovered over the g:-ave
stones like ~1ftiJped cream
over pumokin pie. Finally,
t~ey ~potted it. Hanley's
grave, marked by a small
headstone. It read:
Richard Hanley
1940-Not·-Soon-Enough
"Ahhhhh!!! !"
he
scre<~med. "Who sbou&d
deflle · fn
"
"For .at\ "liditional 50
cents, I'll let you know,"
said the Ghost calmly.
"I haven't got it! I'll
leave it to you in my will!"
"O.k. hul this time at r,
percent, Look Lhcr"e.'·
Hanley turn.t>d aro11nd
and thtre he saw a
hobbling old man. After a
hard stare, Hanley recognized
him.
"Cratchedo!" he whispere(l in pure shock.
The little man stepped
up to the grave and looked
down at it. For a moment,
Hanley almost thought his

., . .

~

home?''
"Sure."
Quick as a wink, Tiny
Weldy pulk.>d a piece of
cheese from his pocket
and his father came running.
"Meestair Hanley! What
do you do here?''
"I came to wish you a
very merry Christmas, my
dear Mr. Cratchedo and
give you a well-{)eserved
bonus." With that, Hanley
wrote out a check for
$5000. and handed it to the
amazed little man.
"$5000.!" cried Tiny
}Vel~. "Now all we need
1s aii'Q\Iwr ~
put a
•

respirator

wanted. "

I

'01'1

I've

... l

.1

l t

• •

''No, I'll use dees moneys to start up mine own
leelle band! I can see eet
now. 'Cratchedo and bees
Baba\oo 6'. No more do 1..
haf to' -t.1y home and
watch n'p r·ats of "1 Love
Lucy'."
. "And sacred friend,"
said the ecstatic Hanley,
"I will be your business
manager!"
·
Cratchedo looked to the
now-humbled man and
with a twinkle in his eye,
said,
"Bah Humbudgct."
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BOCA ITALIAII RESTRAURANT
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POCO: CRAZY EYES
in their mood with a
.. A rousin' rockin' goodsadness that borders on
·time, salt of the earth type' the limits of expression
produced array that sinks
o'band, don't ya think that
and the catering to eras
slowly into its own vast
now lost and those just
marshland without ever
Skeeter? Why Sheet! Dere
ain't no band come hell er
beginning,
calling for help. There are
high water at even apIt is interesting to note
Musical
portraits
of
proaches the kinda spirits
Lennon's previous comMarilyn Monroe, Bennie
rades and how they have
and the Jets, Dirty Little
they draw from mah soul,
cept mabe Conway Twitty.
musically merited since
Girls, Jamaica Jerk offs
and Elton is loving every
What 'with all dat good
the shattering eruption. It
strummin' an' a pickin'
seems that each has
gushing overdone minute
you'd tink people'd catch
pursued his own direction of it. It's just somehow all
'em on to more an' 'eyd
as he once contributed to
too ultra modern and
the genius that was Beatie.
lavish to bring forth any
be, but I'll be dang
jiggered it this here spinin'
Harrison has held firm
real sincerity.
on da gramaphone don git
his Maharishi image housThere's a nice lengthy
prologue
em.
ing mystical religious instrumental
There's some real fine
roots in this, the material
with synthesized wooshworld.
ings thWldering ecclesiassingin' an do ce do'in for
little Molly and Becky, an
McCartney has increas- tic organ and some pointnere's even some oh dat
ed his dosage of sugar to less echo that could be
bulldozer proportions and effective if we hadn't
rock crap fer da teens but
me an my Thelma' we- hes has suffered due to the already heard it in every
hear dose slow kinda
lack of Lennon's realistic rock lp to emerge from the
romantic an it brings us
influence.
dungeons of rockdom for
Lennon has invested his the past 2 years. Nigel
right smack dab to cortin'
days when I wuz but a
sauce of the apple in the Olsen's
drumming is
sassy dude an she wuz jes'
stark, white-black crudity extra-ordinary, remaining
of a world run by dictators clean and solid througha maiden flower. Jes' a
out. Gus Trudgeon on
pickin' an a grinnin' some
seemingly out to get us all.
mighty fine tWles.
In 'ming games, Lennon
guitar provides steady
..
has incorporated a sense
rhythm section pouring
JOHN
MINDLENNON
GAMES
of warmth and compas- forth his finest on the AM
nnon's MIND
sion, and made a creative classic Saturday Nights
John Le
melange worthy of his alright for Fighting" and
GAMES is one spectacular
talent,
Elton, as always, plays
show. It seems that John
, GOODBYE YELLOW
~uite fine.
has gotten away from his
BRICK ROAD:
Oh sure, there are some
aimless politically orientELTON JOHN
shades of Mantovani here
ed goulash and turned out
GOODBYE
YELLOW but· Elton has taken the
some pure good honest
BRICK ROAD is an imper- spotlight and practically
music. .
.
i~us double-record extrav- walked up it. It's good
~e bt.le track ts..an
aganza of unreleased fan- _ background
music
it
en":1goratmg compostbon _ '. tasy, ~ondensed fury, and y~u·r~ cleaning your favoturbulent visions of earas r1te p1pe or reading a good
. whtch saWiters ones ears
in an inc!edible int~rnow sadly passed.
book but don't take any of
c?urse of mmd and music.
we envision panoramic ~ . this too seriously for
Ltke the rest of the.albums . , views of grandeur nostal- . there's nothing too sp<,.ocial
~ssortmen~, they appe~r
gic yellow roads fully going on here. Take it for
hke old fnends, nostalgic _ orchestrated in a over- what it's worth.

lUCilE &. PLEXIGLAS$ CRAFT~:

Sheets-Rods-Tubes-Odd Shapes
. .Design A Gift For Christmas

··o~-r Off Christmas
Cards ·
· fro111 Our Beautiful AIIJ1111s

20

128 N.E : 2ND ST.

BEADS~

JtEirtELRY PARTS

· NEXT TO MAIN P.O. BOCA

MIDWEEK 10:30-12:00 .

180 SO. FED. HIGHWAY
BOCA RATON, Flo.r ida
FRIDAY & SATERDAY TILL ONE
SUNDAY AN~ MONDAY TILL 11:00
315-et~
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SPLICE OF LIFE

·Have you ever· tried tv
flip a coin and come up
with three sides?
Writer-director Michael
Crichton, it seems, is
trying to acc{)mplish just
such a trick with his debut
fiJm, "Westworld." The
ambitious man tries to
play his film on three
fronts - science fiction,
black comedy and suspense - but, as logic is a
cruel mistress, he finds
himself unsuccessfully attempting to accomplish an
impossible task.
"Westworld" is onethird of the world's greatest amusement park (the
'other two-thirds are Medievalworld and Romanworld) . For the nominal
fee of $1,000. a day, the
vacationer is allowed to
indulge in any fantasy he
may have dealing with the
old west in a frontier town.
tr the guest so wishes, he
Mn go as far as to gun
down any one of a number
of realistic robot-gunslingerd. Then, for some reason
the film never even attempts to explain, the
automatons decide to
strike back.
Crichton is at his best
when dealing with science
fiction. As you may recall,
he is the author of the
highly successful novel ,
"The Andromeda Strain."
"West-world" displuys the

same knack for gadgetry
and scientific lingo as
"Andromeda" but where
the book succeeded at
being intelligent, the movie seems to be satisfied at
just being intelligible. The
level of science fiction is
strictly juvenile, but then
again, never really aspires
to be anything more. The
rest of the film fails
because it tries to be more
· than it actually is.
The films biggest failure
lies in its poorly calculated
attempts at black humor.
The beauty of this form of
comedy is in the sublety of
making an audience laugh
at a tragic situation.
Unfortunately, th< movie
has the sublely. (and the
sense of humor) of a
bull-moose. Hero Richard
Benjamin gets to gruesomely gun down a robot
then wise-i!rack about it as
if the funniesMhlng in the
world was to watch something (one?) bleed to
death .
Any suspense the film
tries to gain is destroyed
because too much t.ime is
wasted on trivial matters
such as saloon fights and a
mock-up affair between a
lesser character and "the
queen" <yer, "queen" )
The film spends a good
deal of time trying to
explain human fantasies .
Its insight, though, is so

.

By Ronald

Falzon~

1

shallow that it ·sees all
men as trying to escape
into the cliches of old
movies to achieve a sense
' of security. This inability
to look beyond the obvious
makes the film appear so
naive that it becomes even
more laughable than the
old movies it tries to
satirize.
Yul Brynner has little
else to do than stare
villainously as one of the
murderous machines and
Benjamin dres little more
than move around doing
his dumb "awe-shucks"
routine .. James Brolin, no
doubt taking his vacation
from a lucrative doctor's
practice, shows that if he
doesn't have a great sense
of comic timing, at least
he can look somewhat
amiable on the screen.
'if l.he dirt!('tor had
settled on mak•n~ 1h\s
purely !'>C•enu• fiction, he
would probably have succeeded. But being the
ambitious type~ he tried to
make too many statements in too little time. If
anything can really be
said about the man, it is
that he tried to make a
statement about the manvs-machine problem. It's
too bad that the only thing
he had enough of was
celluloid which he used to
hang himself with.

395-:!CJ

We didn't get to be the leading bank
in this part of Flo rida just beca use
of o ur complete faci lities. •
O r comprehensive s.efvices.
Or convenient location.
We got to be the leading bank in
Boca because of o ur attitude.
We'd do anything for you.

,.

First Bank and Trust
Company of Boca Raton N.A.
150 E. Palmetto P~rk Road
Boca Raton. florida 33432 (305) 395-4420
A First Bi!ncshares Bank- Member F.D.I.C.
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ABOUT WALLS, CARS,
AND PEOPLE

Continued fro
•. Pagel

Post office

&panislt ltwr
CARD & GIFT SHOP
CANDLES POSTERS

INCENSE ACCESSORIES

4133 N. FEDERAL HWY.
BOCA RATON 395-0794

OFF-

.. Leaving aside the subject of impeachment and
the energy crisis, I want to
comment on the Congressional elections of 1974, and
their implications for
Americans in 1973.
many citizens today
developed a cynicism or at
least apathetic attitude
toward politics, which
offers no solution to our
present problems. Such
forses can only increase
the power of the government, elected officials and
lobbyists to whom they
have become responsible.
Today there is a need for a
re-evaluation
of
the
system's basic principles
and institutions and the
conditioning process of
political
socialization,
which stretches from
childhood to the grave.
Only with such a critical
appraisal can we hope to
move in radically different
and hopefully progressive
diredtions in the future.
To this end one must
the political opportunity of 1974. True, the
corr•Jpticn of Watergate,
the arrogance of Richard
Nixon and the squeeze of
inflation and the oil crisis
have dulled our senses..
Yet the vote remains as an
instrument of increasing
congressional
accountability to the common
man, hopefully curtailing
some of the vast power of
the modern American
Presidency.

seiz~

With This Coupon
During Month of Dec.
, on All J4K gold and imported
costume jewelry

SALY A TORE DALLI
JEWELERY
Grand Union Shopping Plaza
4135 No. fed. ifwr. Boca

391-7106 "
Open Evenings in Dec. 'Til 9:00

This
Congressional
relationship to the people
is the only way of counterbalancing the situation of
elected officials
who
grovel before the corporate power of the
military-industrial-bureacraHc complex.
Such a complex must be
faced by tne small investor,
the
common
laborer, the individual
housewife and a host of .
other so-called "little
people." Let them tell
Washington what they
want for their tax dollar.
Let them break the
political backs of men who
ride along op seniority,
·accepting the bribes of the
corporate giants and
playing mistress to the
sharp tongued lobbyists.
Let them remind the
power centers of Congress
that the lower and middle
class pay for the gasoline
that powers the limousines
of the Washington crowd.

J:>asic researcn in cancer
and the problems of
Amerilca 's
minority
groups.

touch the people around
us. Our walls are thick and
often seem impregnable.
Reflections on why walls
With sucn research in
exist usually leads to a
hand one can then watch
maze of frustrating dead
who is spending millions t.o
ends. it does seem our
be re-elected, who doesn't
walls serve one of two
even bother to visit his
purposes both of which
home state constituents,
lead to the same goal.
who is using the rhetoric of · First, walls allow us to
the 1940's and the 1950's,
keep others out. Others
amd wjp shifts his position
are people who may try to
each time the party line
hurt us. Keep people out
changes in the issues.
meant not being hurt. On
the Otuer hand, my walls
At the end of many . keep me inside, it won't
months of reading, listenreally let me out. And I
ing, thinking and re-evaluprobaoly don't want out
ating, Americans can
because if I did, I may find
destroy the political ~arpeople don 't like the real
eers of those men who
me, they may reject me. it
have forgotten the comseems in both cases, the
mon man of this nation.
real problem is fear. Still,
Jefferson believed in the
I wonder if that fear is
people, why for God's sake
valid. What is there to fear
can't our chosen repbut other people-ether peopie who are also afraid to
resentatives. More inportantly can't we believe in
be open and honest. Of my
ourselves and our ability
friends whom I would
to change this natio's
consider to be truly honest
potential liberty, l?rog~ess
and open people, they also
and decent humamsm mto _ seem to be the happiest of
reality?
. .
my friends.
.
Once IOSld~ that
Where my reflections
votmg booth, Washmgton
bring me I'm not really
and the leeches living off
sure except that after 4
our system won't loo~ so
months at Marymount I
lar~e on the political
still find myself spending
honzon and the common
most of my time bouncing
m~n of. Ame!ica can take
off walls. And soon the
_pnd~ m h1s pov!er to
year will be over, the
remmd th~ governn.tent
chance to know the people
why
1t
ex1sts.
around me will be over.
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Monarch .
Cliff Notes
Required Reading
literature
Technical ·
Magazines
Paper Backs
Hard Backs
Out of Town Papers

•
TELEPHONE

.\05-7K 1-1945

cr1lu6ic qoorLa
EVERYTHING IN MUSIC

CAMJtiiii.L'S ·
MUM I%
• &.track tapes 2.99 each or 4 for $11.00
• automotive tape players from $29.95
ePanasonic Series 44 quadraphonic systems now in stock
eOver 5000 8 track tapes in stock at all times.

"Campbell's Muntz

·Rous• ·ot Srereo

2433".N. FederGI HwY;.
Boca Raton

To reach these individSTORY & CLARK
& ':!)
9~tc. H. "'· CABLE
uals through the individual
PIANOS
PIANOS & ORGANS
or bloc use of the vote
122 N. E. 2nd STREET
Americans must consider
BOCA RATON; FLA. 33432 .
the voting records of all
Drums • Guitars • Amps
men in Congress, whether
Bantl Instruments a. Accesaories • Sheet Muaic & Boob
it be Sam Ervin, Strom
Violins - Banjos - Ukes - Instruction All Instruments
Thurmond,
Edward
Tunin; •nd Rep1irs
Kennedy, wilbur Mills or a
"HONE Je,.el8t
first year Senator or
ROBERT DICKEY
CARROLL G . CONGER
Representative, Citizens
·must read a wide specttrum of editorials, reports
such as the ones produced
by Ralph Nader on the ins
and outs of Congressional
OF
RATON, FLORII)A
power ,statements by the
League of Women Voters,
the Americans for Dem"
1000 North
ocratic Action and follow
Federal Hwy. (U.S. fl)
closely the changing pol391-3400
itical rehetoric of senators
and representatives from
their own states. In this
way in man may discover
Jerry Thomas
who voted for the Russian IM•mblf F.D.I.C.
Chairman
wheat deal; who voted for
dubsidies to the major oil
companies to sell more oil
abroad even with an
impending energy crisis;
wlw has consistently supported Supreme Court
decisions such as the
no-knock law, which curtails First Amendment
freedoms, and who has
voted for increased military spen<Jing at the
expense of education.-

e

cnzw.,ic,

ORST COM¥UNLTY BANK
BOCA

Where Will Everybody Be At Christmas Time
We surveyed the students •. "I miss my mommy."
Mr. C.-New Jersey-"Beand found that:
cause I have a harem
Jane Ardito-New Yorkthere."
"Santa Clause comes and
Don Partrick-New York"
my
presents
brings
"Nowhere else to go."
there!"
Matt Seibert-Michigan• Mike Ryan-New York"Nibsey's Pub to get · "I'm going to regain my
sanity."
·
drunk in 'Cuse.'
Bill Perez-South AmeriTim Wahri-Maybe Ohioca-"Because I live there."
"1'11 probably end up
Sheila
Halligan-new
staying in
"Beautiful
York-"It's one hell of a
Boca" though, dammit!"
time, it's my home town.
Cherly Noto-New Jersey
Pegeen Chaherin-Con"Cause I've gotta catch up
necticit-"Then to Colorado
on a lot of partying at
to learn to ski ! "
Guy's Bar and Grill! "
Bob Toanone-PennsylCliff Beake-Marylandvanis-"To spend Christ"To see all my lovers! •;
mas with my family ."
Simon Bratt-Venezuela!
Robin O'Rourke-Indiana
"To spend the holidays
. "To see snow."
with my family."
Marilyn Jenson-LauderMylinda Forader-Condale-"Cause I can't afford
necticit-"To visit
my
to go home."
friends.' '
Mary Larco-MichiganViki Kochman-Panama"To find some northern
"To see my. niece, she was
weather."
just born."
Mary McCarthy-HomePersian
Paul-France"To work and
fool
"To see my mother."
around."
Scott Holmes-PensicolaErnie . Larco-Michigan"To see my grandpar"Cause I want presents,
ents."
and to ski and work."
. Alfredo Maxhado-VeneBrian O'Toole-New York
zuela-"Becuase it's alot of
"To see my little brother
fun & I want to go."
and give him presents."
Yvonne Uarena-LauderPhil Beninato-"The Windale-"Nothing else to do."
terim or cross-country to
Hassaan Fung-Carracsee friends. '
cas-"1 miss my mommy."
Ed Garrett-"The .WinterHassaan
Montelkhabim, Becky's, and LafayNew York-Persia's too far
ette to check out the
to go."
situation."
Calixto Fung-Carraccas-

Pat Gorman-'Cuse-To do
a term paper and to dry
out."
John Naughton-Chauc.ers-"The ·best bar in
Larchmont."
Oscar Navarro-Cruising"To kill time."
Greg Miilfitano-Vermont
"To go skiing."
Frank Zaccanelli-''cuse
"Cause that's where it's
at."
Jerry · Miller-Home"Cause I couldn't take six
more weeks here."
Tom
Rollins-Europe"Cause it's my home."
Koji Kato' -Japan-"Because I want to see my
girlfriend."
Mr. Weldon-Kentucky"To see the blue grass,
and on to Shakertown-to
enter a monastery."
Jay Eissen-New York"Because it's my home."
Lorraine
HarriganChicago-"Just for two
weeks for Christmas."
Sam
Zagami-Home"Just to spent Christmas
at home."
Amalia Perez-Venezuela
"My parents are there."
Sue Sampson-Massachussetts-"Maybe Ireland."
Mark Levine-Gibivno
comment.
.
Jim Chambers-Aspen"To do some mountains."
Henri Rosenbaum-Aspen
"To go skiing.''

Barb
Guy-Ohio
.
"To go home."
· Marquita Bernal-Panama-"Christmas is a nice
time to ~ · with your
family ."
Lori· Shapiro-chicago"To work. "

Chuck Kanarr-Aiaska"To get a tan, do some
swimming, and to drink
Bud."
·
Linda Orosz-Michigan"To go icefishing in shorts
in Lake Erie or Okacho:
bee."

. Mr. Freel-Delaware-"To
find a 6'8 center who can
jump out of the li(ym."
· Mr. Carville-I'mgoing to
help Ed, and see if Santa
left me a wife."

Hemo's New Toy

Lani's
Now

Sounds
Inc.
1QDJo DISCOUNT FOR
GRAND OPENING SALE
Moon, Dink and Henk ... Taking up a New Residence.

Suppling all IJits in
stereo aiiJums, 8-traci-tapes,
and cassettes. quad aiiJums and
8-tracl tap~s, posters, incenJe
and other accessories. ,

THE MOVIES THAT WILL BE SHOWN AT F.A.U. ARE~
THURS. NOV. 29 "THE OTHER" 7 & 10
FRI. DEC 7 "VANISHING POINT" 7 & 10
FRI JAN. 4 "BLUE WATER,WHITE DEATH" 7 &10
FRI. JAN. 11 "RYAN'S DAUGHTER" 7&10
FRI. JAN,18 "CATCH 22" 7 & 10
FRI. JAN 25 "STRAW POGS" 7 & 10
FRI. FEB. 1 "PUTNEY SWOPE" 7 & 10
ALL WILL BE SHOWN IN THE UNIVERSITY CENTER.

-395-2634
Banner

TRAVEL
SERVICE
MEMBER
IOCA RATON
Of COMMERCE
CH~MBER

Of

AUTHORIZED

.
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WORLDWIDE TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS
STEAMSHIP- CRUISES- TOURS- AIRLINES

61t S. FIDIIIAL HWY.

:::: RETAIL WIREIIISE IUTLET
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FACTORY TO YOU!

.ALL FAMOUS BRAND NAMES •••
Gibson
Guild
Ovation

.Univox
Farfiso
Yamaha

Ampeg ·

Marshall
Drums by

Slinprland

AI DISCOUNT·PRICES!
GUll ARS, AMPLIFIERS~ ACCESSORIES

MUSICLAND

N~W. 2ncl Ave. {between 24th St. & 25th St.)

.BOCA·RATON- 392-5262 ·
.
HOURS: lG-6 DAILY (CLOSED SUN.)
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EDITORIAL
long.
I believe it is because the pre-registration process is not
organized. The answer to organiz~tion seems simple:
I.) Have pre-registration over a couple of days. Taking one
day off to register 450 students just doesn't work.
2)The first group of students to register should be those
who intend to graduate (senior or sophomore). The reason
for this is that those graduating should know what courses
they need to graduate and should take only a short time with
their advisors. And even if those who intend to graduate are
not sure what courses they need, it is important fr.at they
find out.
3)Give ·the student appointments, a certain time when
each is to see his advisor, not a "see me tomorrow" or
"come by this week." What is needed is a time slot for the
students to come in.
4)Give each student a schedule of classes ahead of time.
I believe these ideas would work and would ·create a les~
frustrated student and a happier advisor. (Maybe Tom
could even eat his lunch in the cafeteria).

Have you ever wondered who organizes most of the
activities for students on campus? The Student Activities
Committee can be thanked for this, and, more specltlcauy,
Mary McCauseland, chairwoman. This is a most thankless
position for which Mai·:,r has done a magnificent job
considering she is a fuH time student. Being a student, Mary
feels bad about not being able to give more time to activities
'mt she has a responsibiiJty to her schoolwork that can't be
overlooked. She shlluld be getting more student support and
support from the administration. If we weren't so selfish
and gave up a little bit of our time we could all benefit.
Think about it.
Phil Beninato

pulse staf!
CO-EDITORS: JIM CHAMBERS, PHIL HEJ\"INATO,
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Dear Worried,
When you look at the
walls you must be mature
about it. Don't look at the
mouse as a mousie. Look
at it as a rodfl.Pt. Try to
determine what kind of
flowers are painted on the
wall. It can be quite a
rewarding experience.

-Clay it Again Sam
Salvatore · A. Zagami,
born 9-7-53 in Norwich, ·
New York: Nationality;
Italian, Honors a.warded:
a member of the National
Honor Society, Phi Theta
Kappa and an entry in the
Who's Who Among Students in American Junior

Colleges.
T~is description, included in a circular which wa~
around campus the nrst
few days of the semester,
belongs to one of the most
talented and versatile students on campus.
Sam Zagami is involved
in school, in life, in art. His
art is what wins him most
of his recognition. His
most recent showing was

(

'n the Boca Raton Art:
Guild in which he took a
second and third.
·
Recently his work was
admired by Prof. Robert
Keller of Binghamton University, where it is in
exhibition in Thornbrook
Hall in New York.
Right now Sam is a
junior at F.A.U. where he
is WQrking fur a B.A. anrl;!
Master's. He intends to
become. an art teacher
when he is done with
school.

Starting in January he
will begm to enter several
el;'hibitions in Boca Raton
.arid surrounding areas.
You are invited to attend.

stu~ent

Dr • Truth 1The advisor

Dearl Doctor·,
Every time I go in the
upper division classroom
in Trinity Hall I get this
feeling I'm in first grade
again. Could it be the
del)igns ont he wall?
Worried in Wixted

PRE-REGISTRATIO!,
"As I sit here on the floor for an hour and half waiting to
see my advisor for pre-registration I wonder why it takes so

Faculty Advisors: Mr. Weldon, Ms. Wershoven

'U

Dear Doctor,
My problem is my
boyfriend. He is insanely
jealous and won't let me
out of his room I never got
to register for classes at
the beginning of the year.
He even brings meals to
me so no one can see me in
the cafeteria. I ha·ve no tan
and my parents are going
to be suspicious at Christmas. What is wrong with
my boyfriend?
Paleface in Patton
Dear Paleface,
What is wrong with him?
What is wrong with you?
You're getting room service, steady companionship, and a lot of time to
think. As for your tan,
have your boyfriend buy
you some "quic~-tan" lottion.
Dear Doctor,
I don't think you can
really help me but I'll feel

Dear· Doctor
I'm ·ha'ving a little
trouble trying to graduate.
I've been going for two
years and I'm stiJI six
credits short. The problem
is getting me down because I was six credits
short short when I got
here. What can I do?
Troubled
Dear Troubled,
I would go see my
advisor and then make an
appointment to sec a
psychiatrist. Do it quickly!
Dear Doctor,
I think my boyfriend is
losing interest in me. Our
first two dates were great
but since then I only see
him at - meals and everv
night after midnight. Do
vou think he is u~ing me?'
Uncertain
Dear Uncertain,.
Using you? How did you
gues~'?
He's destroying
you! Smarten up, and
enjoy yourself with, soweone who appreciates your
company as well as your
bed.

Letters to the Editor

Dear Editor,
• In the dorms there are
soda machines, in~ the
cafeteria
a
cigarette
machine. At ·night· after
the cafeteria has closed
people get hungry and
h~ve to go all the wa
tu

•.Jwn to get a snack. I
believe that the school
should install at least a.cigarette machine in each ·
dorm, and a sandwich
machine adjacent to the
ooke

machines.

1

P f' nplP

·who h ve trans rtahon

don't like to go to town due
to the gas !?ituation. Granted. the "Ratskeller" will
have sandwiches, but that
will close at a certain
hour.
I believe the students

would be able to cope with

Boca Raton National
HAPPY HOLIDAYS MARYMOUNT ·STUDENTS

Offeri ••f§

"Complete Trust Services"
9:00 A.M . .TO 4:30 ·P.M. MONDAY-1'HU~DAI
9:00A.M. TO 6:00 P.M ..FRID..4V
'

BOCA RATON NATIONAL BANK
SC!'ult. federai ·Hiehway At 1Camino Recil. Boca Raton, Florida
Trlrohonr: 3Q5-2JOO

'

oetter getting t11is off my
chest. My problem is fried
chicken. I Jove it and can't
get enough of it. Every
time I just think about
Colonel Sanders ,I go
crazy. I feel better talking
about it. Thank you for
your time aru;l please don't
.print my name.
•
"Dan Pratr_i~k··

'

not breaking into them,
the soda machines have
proven that. The washers
in Patton were vandalized,
not robbed, due to malfunction.

Thank you,

Keith Pope

Page 8.
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'TENNIS

Recently the finals of the
Boca Raton Municipal
Park Tennis Champion-.
ships were held. It was a.
clean sweep by the Marymount Tennis Team.
There were four girls
from the Marymount team
entered in the tournament.
In the singles competition,
Yvonne Llarena & Billie
Abney in doubles, Chris
Hovorka and Carrie Meyer
played as a team.
..
Eve Llarena won the ·
singles competition with

Billie Abney taking second
place. Chris Hovorka and
Carrie Meyer took first
place in the doubles competition thrashing their
opponents in the fmals 6-0,

II

6-1.

It would appear that
Marymount C?llege has an
excellent tenms team. The
members of the team art
to be congratulated for
their hard work and perserverance.
Greg Leazer

PULSE

Decf!mber

.

.

BASKETBALL.
The basketball team has
opened the season acutely
aware of one factor, height
is the na_me of the game.
Our poor showing to date
can be reflected by the t
1 that we don't have any
big men on the squad.
Collegiate basketball almost dictates that at least
one or two men be 6'6" or
taller. It is in this area
that the team has met it's
Waterloo.
Our season record of 1

win and 8 losses does not
do justice to the efforts of
the players and coach.
Many hard hours are spent
in practice and this should
be recognized because the
team players are ~iving
their all on the court. It
should also be noted that
two of our lossed were
decided by a scant point.

players. He is the leading
scorer and one of the
hardest playing men on
the court. Kevin Leahey
Mike Ryan and Jolin
Leach have done well as
ball-handlers and Frank
Zaccanelli has been superb, offensively as well as
defensively. Tim Fogarty,
Mike Kolb, Cliff Beek and
Tim Wahl have absorbed

. I

the pumshment of playing
under the boards. Some
nights it must feel like it is
never goin~t to end
The team has enjoyed .
good student support. Let
us keep giving this support, keeping in mind that
the season is young and
realizing that there is
always
next
year.

Jeff Sarno deserves special mention among the

CHRIS HOVORKA BACKHANDS
HER! WAY .TO VICTORY

I

SOCCER

Our soccer team ended
their season respectively
this year with 4 wins, 7
losses, and three tjes. The
team played admirably all
year and were finally
molded into a playing unit
at the end of the season.
This can be attributed to
the fine coaching work of
Enos Russell. The team
should really be a force to
reckon with next year
under his leadership.
Captain Oscar Navarro
led all scorers with 13
goals. Other outstanding
offensive players were
Clancy Dennis, Simon Bratt and Scott Westbrook.
T~ defense, bolstered by

Dickie Carville, Mario
Mariani and Tom Hickam, was strong all year
but got real tough at the
end of the season with the
strong play of Greg Malfitano at goalie. Greg should
be commended . for this
was his first year playing
soccer.
·
The team members want to thank the faculty and
student body for their
support and expressed
their. desire ·for more help
from the athletic department in the areas of
recruitment and funding
With help from us all, the
team will really go somewhere!!
·

I

EVE. NEVER STOPS. RUNNING

"UP, UP

A~D

AWAY"
'

MERRY CHRISTMAS NORRIS

'

MARY WALSH BROWNINu
UP HER fRECKLES

BETH LONDON SPREADS ·.sUNSHINE ON STAGE
" WANT TO our AN AD IN THE PULSE?"
INQUIRf.;S JIM'CHAMBERS ·oF PAUL RODINO

